Fluorescein-aided endomicroscopy for detection of signet ring cell carcinoma

Confocal laser endomicroscopy is rapidly emerging as a new key technology for in vivo diagnosis, for example of Barrett’s esophagus, celiac disease, and colonic polyps and their neoplastic counterparts [1]. Also, various studies have shown the potential of endomicroscopy for in vivo diagnosis of gastric cancer [2, 3]. However, fluorescein-aided endomicroscopic diagnosis of cancer can only detect architectural changes, because fluorescein does not provide direct nuclear visualization, and the appreciation of nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio or pleomorphic nuclear changes cannot be used for diagnosis and grading of intraepithelial neoplasia. An alternative fluorescence agent, acriflavine hydrochloride, which is topically applied via standard spraying catheters, enables direct visualization of nuclei, but concerns about a potential mutagenic risk have been raised [1].

We describe the case of a 54-year-old woman who presented at our outpatient department with weight loss of 14 kg and mild abdominal pain that had lasted for the previous 2 months. Physical examination was unremarkable, while laboratory investigations showed mild anemia with hemoglobin of 10.2 g/dL (normal 12–16 g/dL).

High-resolution endoscopy revealed a large, superficial erosive lesion of 12 × 20 mm in diameter in the gastric antrum. Pit-pattern analysis of the lesion with narrow-band imaging (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) revealed distinctive microvascular irregularities (Fig. 1). Subsequent endoscopic examination of the esophagus, stomach, and duodenum were unremarkable.

After withdrawal of the endoscope (GIF H180; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), we attached a clear cap to the distal tip of the endoscope in order to perform probe-based endomicroscopy. Fluorescein-guided endomicroscopy showed disturbed mucosal architecture and large, irregular dark cells with thickened borders at one side (Fig. 2a). Digital post-processing during the endoscopic procedure using a filter technology that enables virtual eosin staining (Cellvizio Viewer; Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France) enhances cell contrast, thereby clearly demonstrating large cells with large vacuoles full of mucin which displaces the nucleus to the periphery (Fig. 2b). Based on these findings, in vivo diagnosis of signet ring cell carcinoma was made, which was later confirmed by corresponding histopathological analysis (Fig. 3).

The tumor was finally staged as cT3N3M1 and the patient was put on intravenous FLOT (5-fluorouracil, leucovorin, oxaliplatin, and docetaxel) chemotherapy. Stable disease was achieved after the fourth course of chemotherapy, and the patient is currently free from symptoms (2 months after first diagnosis).

This is the first report that fluorescein-aided endomicroscopy contributes to subtype classification of gastrointestinal cancer. Therefore, this report opens the door for future studies to evaluate the role of fluorescein-aided endomicroscopy in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal cancer.
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